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…and the days run away like wild horses over the hills/Lucy Andrews,
John Conway, Colin Crotty, Dorje de Burgh, Laura Fitzgerald,
Graeve Collection, Helen Hughes, KCAT Studio, Alex Keatinge,
Helio León, Ruth E Lyons, Marielle MacLeman, Jennifer Mehigan,
Ciarán Murphy, Brian O’Doherty/Patrick Ireland, Liliane Puthod,
RGKS Cribs/Eithne Jordan, Sven Sandberg, Aoife Shanahan,
Katie Watchorn

Colin Crotty

Send to Coventry, 2019
Oil on linen
Photo by Louis Haugh

One Here Now: The Brian O’Doherty / Patrick Ireland Project
Curated by Miranda Driscoll, Sirius Arts Centre, 2018
Photo by Ros Kavanagh

Laura Fitzgerald
Field Research Ctd
Colour video with sound
Courtesy of the artist

John Conway
The Making Of A Place, 2019
Experimental audio documentary: Film, green dye injected MDF
and timber installation
Photo by Brian Cregan

...and the days run away like wild horses over the hills

Marielle MacLeman

Curated by John O’Donoghue

Armand’s Carpet (detail), 2019

Scoil Lorcáin, Eaton Square, Seapoint, Co. Dublin

Plinth, paint, rug (Irish wool, synthetic dye, Buddleia dye, mordants),

Photo by Lee Welch

framed wool key (not shown)
Installation view, The LAB / Photo by Kasia Kaminska

† Michel

Helio León

Alex Keatinge

Katie Watchorn

Apparition Istanbul, 2012

That Old Feeling, 2019

BalehomeBalehome, 2018 (detail)

From the Purple Room Series

Epoxy resin, acetate print, steel frame, vinyl

Installation view, VISUAL, Carlow

Courtesy of the artist

Courtesy of the artist

Photo by Ros Kavanagh

Foucault, The Archaeology of Knowledge

Previous co-selectors of Periodical Review:
Aisling Prior & James Merrigan; RGKSKSRG
(Rachael Gilbourne & Kate Strain); Brian Duggan,
Sarah Glennie, Jenny Haughton & Declan Long;
Daniel Jewesbury & Anne Kelly; Mary Conlon &
Paul Hallahan; Matt Packer & Michele Horrigan;
Eamonn Maxwell & Padraic E. Moore; Ruth Carroll
& Carl Giffney.
In looking at self-organised exhibitions, off-site
projects, commercial gallery and museum shows,
performances and publications, Periodical Review
looks to share a spectrum of practices, creating
dialogue and critical reflection to help develop and
support Irish contemporary art as a whole; and to act
as an accessible survey of contemporary art for a
wider audience, expanding the access to and
experience of art practices from around the country.

Courtesy of the artist

pigment, steel, paint

Not a group exhibition per se, Periodical Review is a
discursive action, with the gallery as a magazine-like
layout of images that speak (the field talking to itself).
This is the exhibition as resource, in which we invite
agents within the field to engage with and re-present
what were for them significant moments, practices,
works, activity, objects: nodes within the network.
Periodical Review is an annual survey of recent Irish
art, selected in collaboration with invited
curators/peers from around Ireland. Each year,
Pallas Projects invite two peers — artists, writers,
educators, curators — to review and subsequently
nominate a number of art practices, selected via an
editorial process. Such a review-type exhibition
within Irish art practice acts to revisit; to be a
reminder, a critical appraisal and consolidation of
ideas and knowledge; to facilitate and encourage
collaboration, crossover and debate.

Resin, latex balloon,
Invented for Life (II), 2019
Helen Hughes
Photo by Eimear Murphy
Work in process, in the kitchen
Sugar, silicone and MDF mould
Sugar Sometimes, 2019
Ruth E Lyons

Workhouse Union works with artists, designers, architects
and crafts-people to develop projects examining housing,
civic infrastructure and the commons, engaging people with
the spaces and places we live. Recent projects explore the
future of rural towns through Town Planners (2018)
co-produced with VISUAL, Carlow and Bring Your Own Chair
(2018/19), a portrait of twelve small towns and villages in the
Southeast region led by artist Michelle Browne. Workhouse
Union develops and supports hands-on and creative
approaches to public engagement and participatory
co-design processes and activities, including Nimble Spaces
a long-term housing project with Camphill Community
Callan, LiD Architecture, Lionra Co-Housing and Ó Cualann
Co-housing Alliance. Workhouse Assembly, Union and Guild
were a trio of projects undertaken over four years focusing on
the history, context and future possibilities of the Callan
Workhouse building, where the Workhouse Union team,
library, studios and new textile print workshop are based.
Seán Kissane is Curator of Exhibitions at IMMA, Dublin.
Focussing both on contemporary art and work from the
post-war period, he has curated various shows bringing the
work of international modern and contemporary artists to
Ireland for the first time. Major shows include the
retrospective for Alice Maher held at IMMA’s offsite space at
Earlsfort Terrace; the first retrospective of Surrealist Leonora
Carrington; and an exhibition looking at the lives of Mexican
artists Frida Kahlo and Diego Rivera. An important strand of
program developed is the ‘Modern Masters’ Series, which
presents deeply researched exhibitions on figures from our
recent history such as Gerda Frömel and Cecil King, the first
queer reading of Irish art with the Patrick Hennessy
exhibition and currently a retrospective on Mary Swanzy.
Kissane is currently preparing a retrospective on artist and
filmmaker Derek Jarman.

An artwork is like a book, not made up of
individual words on a page — each of which with
a meaning — but instead ‘caught up in a system
of references to other books, other texts,
other sentences’†.

PP/S addresses the necessity of providing space for
artistic production and exhibition, and foregrounds the role
of contemporary art as a constant agent of discourse and
social transformation, expressed through a variety of
spaces, exchanges, off-site projects, exhibitions, talks,
resource programmes, and publications. PP/S also
engages in research, advocacy and support that promotes
the value of grassroots and artist-run practices, such as the
major research and publishing project Artist-Run Europe.
Pallas Projects/Studios (founded 1996) is a not-for-profit
artist-run organisation dedicated to the facilitation of
artistic production and discourse, via the provision of
affordable artists studios in Dublin’s city centre, a
programme of curated projects, and research. Pallas
Projects collaborates with artists, curators and writers to
engage and develop Irish contemporary art, through solo
and group projects with a focus on emerging and
mid-career artists; and exchanges and collaborations with
artists’ groups, art organisations and institutions around
Ireland and abroad.

Events:
Opening performance, Friday 6th December 2019
Léann Herlihy performs Tengu from the Graeve Collection

Published for the exhibition:
Periodical Review #9
Pallas Projects/Studios
7th December 2019–25th January 2020

RGKS Cribs #4: Bea McMahon
Saturday 21st December, 3pm
Studio 2, The LAB, Foley Street, Dublin 1
Tickets €10 from Eventbrite
School visits:
A dedicated schools visit programme takes place during
the exhibition, covering both primary and secondary level.
For more info, please contact: info@pallasprojects.org
Follow the Graeve Collection:
instagram.com/graeve_collection/

Seán Kissane: In July 2019 PhotoIreland opened a pop-up
‘Museum of Contemporary Photography’ in Dublin Castle.
Ten artists were shown as part of ‘New Irish Works’.
Dorje de Burgh presented the series Dream the End which
he describes as “an ongoing experiment born of obsession
and loss — an attempt to reconstitute a lost city, a vanished
civilisation, a family disappeared. It is a map of oedipal
desire and its potential for violent and destructive excess;
a cross generational collaboration, an analysis of the flow
of intra-subjective trauma, a matrixial duet. It is a search for
presence within a lost ocean of immaterial absence, a
grasping at how little we know, can ever know, and now
never will. How little photographs can say. It is a
re-presencing of the dead and a re-telling of grief. It is also
a telling of my mother’s story, the story of our relationship,
its intensity, and its end.”
Aoife Shanahan’s OXYgen project consists of a series of
photograms in black and white produced without the use of
a camera. Shanahan places powder on photo paper which
is then exposed. The patterns created have a star-burst
quality, or resemble Rorschach prints. Shanahan has
developed this series in response to the current opiate crisis
involving legally available prescription drugs. The most
notorious is the drug Oxycontin®, a strong narcotic. The
tablet is often ground down into a fine powder and
subsequently snorted or injected, creating an instant
euphoric high similar to that of heroin. Purdue
Pharmaceutical, aggressively marketed Oxycontin® to
physicians claiming that the drug’s delayed release
mechanism would limit the risk of addiction. This was not
the case and vast numbers of patients became strongly
addicted, needing increasing doses to satisfy their cravings
or turning to cheaper street alternatives such as heroin
creating a new generation of addicts.
Sven Sandberg is a recent graduate of the painting school
of NCAD (2019). About this work he tells us, “I make
paintings that come out of the connections and overlaps I
find between art history, cinema, and literature. I think of my
collections of source material as a compost out of which the
paintings grow, like mushrooms sprouting from the forest.
All these fragments become something to rearrange and
discover new possibilities, to quote Siegfried Kracauer, ‘in a
manner reminiscent of dreams’. The paintings themselves
usually take the form of portraits or figures in interiors and
landscapes, but I consider them in the tradition of genre
portraits, portraying types of people in particular situations
rather than specific individuals. Painting for me is also very
much about depiction, by which I mean the various ways
that paint is applied to create an image.”
Laura Fitzgerald’s recent presentation at RHA Futures
was introduced by the following text “We are sad to inform
you of the death of Laura Fitzgerald’s work. The funeral
ran from the 15th of November until the 19th of December
2019. Laura Fitzgerald’s work looked well at the funeral
and people commented that her work had never looked
better. People speculated that Laura Fitzgerald’s work may
have had a terrible illness, that when discovered, had
clearly gone too far and nothing could be done to save her
work.” This typically absurd statement is carried through
in these short videos where she constructs narratives on
daily walks within her local area. The artist follows
different walking paths in order to spontaneously engage
with triggered narratives, which may erupt via events such
as: cows breaking out onto the road, sheep crossing her
path and passing by graveyards — to look at the notion of
an art practice and the contemporary art world coexisting
within the everyday.
Helio León is a Spanish photographer and filmmaker
based in Dublin. He was recently included in the group
exhibition A Vague Anxiety at IMMA. León often takes
images at night, as he finds moments of inspiration and
self-reflection wandering through the broken and ruined
streets of Tarlabaşi in Istanbul where he lived in a squat for
several years. León has witnessed how, in underground
and unregulated social spaces, society moves at a different
pace. Attitudes towards identity, sexual freedoms and
experimentation often act as a precursor to changes within
wider mainstream society. He says “I spent my childhood
and teenage days obsessed with blood, fantasy films and
comics. I was drawing my own comics and making short
videos. Since a very early age, I wanted to run away, and
avoid repetition. I’ve been doing so until today, living as a
nomad, exiled permanently.”

Workhouse Union: Two hundred years after the Earl of Meath
was told a greater return could be made growing grass than
collecting weavers’ rents in The Liberties, Dublin City
Council is developing green spaces for the Buddleia-infested
sites of razed apartment blocks following public consultation
as part of The Liberties Greening Strategy. Two parks were
planned in response to significant community campaigns for
Weaver Park and Bridgefoot Street Park. Marielle
MacLeman made a series of handmade paper works to
commemorate this new era in the neighbourhood’s history
— printing, gilding and couching the first cut of grass from
Weaver Park as campaign posters for a park. At Bridgefoot
Street Community Garden, bunting was made with visitors
during The Liberties Festival, dyed with natural dyes
referencing plants growing at the site. These works were
made as part of a larger solo exhibition, In course of
rearrangement at The LAB Gallery, Dublin and Galway Arts
Centre in 2019.
Drawing on her upbringing, Katie Watchorn’s practice
primarily deals with illuminating the nuances and materiality
of Irish rural farming, highlighting the process of
contemporary and ancestral Irish life and tradition which is
often understated and overlooked. Watchorn has been based
on a working 98-acre dairy farm in rural Co. Carlow since
graduating from the National College of Art and Design in
2014, with her studio situated within the main outbuildings.
Recent exhibitions include BalehomeBalehome at VISUAL,
Carlow, and A Calf Remembered at Wexford Arts Centre, both
in 2018. She is currently undertaking a residency as part of
IMMA 1000 Residency and has been awarded a Fire Station
Artists’ Studios Residency for 2019–2022, locating her
making practice within the context of the city.
Together Now: The Engagement Project is a large group
exhibition of painting, drawing, installation, sculpture and
film by KCAT Studio artists and artists from diverse
practice contexts, who have been working together through
residencies and other forms of engagement since 2014.
Curated by Catherine Marshall, and following a symposium
at KCAT in Callan at the end of 2018, an exhibition charting
these artistic collaborations from courtship through to
creative commitment tours five venues across Ireland in
2019–2020. The artists engaged in these collaborations are
Saturio Alonso, Steven Aylin, Thomas Barron, Declan Byrne,
Francis Casey, Diane Chambers, Mary Cody, Eileen
Mulrooney, Lorna Corrigan, Sinéad Fahey, Fergus
FitzGerald, Mary Ann Gelly, Brianna Hurley, Fintin Kelly,
Sinéad Keogh, Nevan Lahart, Alastair MacLennan, Paul
Mosse, Rachel Parry, Andrew Pike, Anna Spearman,
Dominic Thorpe, Jason Turner and Margaret Walker.
Ruth E Lyons’ work begins from an experience of the
landscape from an anthropological perspective and a
consideration of human engagement within it. Working
primarily in large-scale sculpture, she is passionate about
the creation of public works that intervene in the
development and evolution of landscapes. Research for
Sugar Sometimes originated through her engagement with
the Carlow Beekeepers Association as part of Town
Planners at VISUAL. She explored natural habitats and
shelter within Carlow’s townscape, with beehives emerging
as an example — their complex and perfect structures
offering a comparison with human interventions, a central
point of focus for Ruth’s practice. Sugar Sometimes (2019)
is a newly commissioned work as part of IDA Ireland’s
The Art of Attraction (a commemoration of 70 years of
operation). The sculptural work encapsulates Ruth’s use
of materials — sugar, stone, beeswax, and metal:
a sweet-toothed monolith.
Many of the forms that appear throughout Ciarán
Murphy’s work are recognisable — sea creatures, rocks,
sticks, architectural feature and geometric shapes — but
they are almost always fleeting. They are partial objects in
the process of fusing back into their settings. This work is
the result of a non-linear working methodology. Images are
often started, then left to gestate, only to be revisited at a
later time. This process allows for unanticipated changes
of direction and thus for meaning to slide. The resulting
imagery parallels subjective encounters like dreaming and
can be understood as an effort to give consistency to
fractured, disparate information. Hundreds of Nature
evolved over the course of two years, as a result of an
engagement with the Fingal coastline during the Resort
Revelations residency at Lynders Mobile Home Park in
Portrane, and developed both in his studio and onsite.
The residency was funded by Fingal Arts Office and
Hundreds of Nature was exhibited in Grimm Gallery,
New York in October 2018.

Mark Cullen: Colin Crotty’s solo exhibition Mimicry at
Oonagh Young Gallery was a condensed collection of
intensely worked paintings of human tableaus in staged
settings, at once reminiscent of film or theatre sets as
much as choreographed displays of department stores in
transition. His work creates densely layered, figurative
compositions that reference current politics and popular
storytelling devices. The characters within these curiously
constructed scenes are rendered as both active
performers and passive observers giving the paintings a
deliberately staged quality in an allegorical style. Diverse
influences include Giotto’s religious scenes and comic
illustrations, reflect Crotty’s ongoing interest in
established systems of representation within painting.
Situated within a shifting terrain of interior and exterior
spaces; moments of transition overlap familiar
experiences with encounters of a more dream-like,
ambivalent nature. His paintings often deploy art
historical motifs to explore themes of social mimicry and
human displacement.
I shared a room with Helen Hughes and others during the
exhibition Dearly Beloved… at VISUAL, curated by
Emma-Lucy O’Brien. Invented for Life (II) was one piece in
a collection of Helen Hughes’s solemn formal sculptures
that condensed the viewers eye as they intervened in the
voluminous exhibition hall. The works at distance appear
as visually permeable rigid structural monochrome frames
with elements that are more intangible, delicate, and
colourful. Closer inspection reveals balloons presented in
a semi collapsed state, their potency as energetic,
breath-filled objects has been sucked away leaving only a
residual reference to their role as symbols of celebration.
Working with balloons — a fragile but ubiquitous
commodity providing intriguing structural/sculptural
surfaces — Hughes alters, manipulates and combines
them with other materials to subvert their assigned path
to deflation and obsolescence, thereby capturing them in
a structured context between play and death.
I encountered John Conway’s powerful and empathetic
The Making of a Place at the NCAD MA show. Informed by
the artist’s long term research with current and former
patients of the Central Mental Hospital (CMH), the CMH
Carers Group, health professionals, law professionals,
architecture, and archival material, the work ultimately
seeks to contend with the disparity between the designed
intention of a space and care policy, and the lived
experience of it. The work is a multimedia installation that
seeks to explore the complexity, realities and challenges of
the wider lived experience of forensic mental health care.
Engagement occurs on multiple levels facilitated by
sculptural sitting booths, to allow for private listening of
three experimental audio documentaries, where persons
describe their intimate and varied relationships to the
Central Mental Hospital.
How Long After Best Before by Dublin-based French artist
Liliane Puthod was a totally immersive installation
exhibition, with an ancillary talk by Dr Jessica Smyth,
looking into the architecture of passage tombs, and also a
closing music event programmed by the artist as part of
her very well conceived Artist-Initiated Projects show at
Pallas Projects. The gallery was transformed into a
strange ‘no-place’ somewhere between a concept store or
an archaeological site; a place yet to be discovered and
apprehended. Through exhibited sculptures, images and
texts, Puthod’s work creates new paradigms for the
perception of artefacts working around merchandise as an
archaeological resource. Polyglove and Santa Wrek
performed inside the contemporary tomb in a closing
event where electronic music’s rhythms recalled the
mechanics of fabrication, the repetition of gestures, and
yet the production of a specific social time seeking to
reveal the relationship between body, time and artefacts.
Jennifer Mehigan’s Fantasy Flesh 2.0 is an ongoing
collaborative project that uses video, text, sculpture, and
installation to engage with the documentation of trauma
and its effect/affect on social media. A previous iteration
of the work was shown in Pallas Projects in 2018 as part of
Apply Direct Pressure, a 2-person show with Miguel Martin.
Most recently this work was shown as part of RHA
Futures, where it had expanded to include a proliferation
of lurid and fantastically coloured, large overlapping
panels of post-internet image and text-meets-flesh
collages. The video ‘SUICIDE GIRLS’ is a meditative
merging of science fiction, essay, and memoir. Entangling
depression and desire, alternate universes, dreamscapes,
and a series of holes that appear in a hotel at the base of a

volcano, experiences of intimacy and care increase in
value as the setting continuously degrades and falls apart.
Gavin Murphy: …and the days run away like wild horses over
the hills, a welcome, surprising group exhibition took place in
Scoil Lorcáin, in Seapoint, on Dublin’s south coast in August
of this year. The main setting, an archetypical sports
hall/assembly room, expressed a manifoldness of space: for
meeting, performing, learning, and physical education.
Concocted in the mind of its curator John O’Donoghue in a
reverie during an end-of-year assembly for parents, the
school became both backdrop and — through various
interventions — a work in itself. “Children who haven’t lost
their teeth can see ghosts”, writes Suzanne Walsh in an
accompanying text on Lucy Andrews, whose work is shown
here. As a nascent site for learning, experience and
knowledge of self, the school is as magical a space as any for
artworks that are imbued with a joyful curiosity about the
world they inhabit.
The Keeper: To Have and To Hold — curated by Emer
McGarry at The Model, Sligo on the occasion of the 60th
anniversary of the Niland Collection — deftly
demonstrated how art collections act as interconnected
repositories of thoughts and ideas, and how collections
themselves have been addressed by artists such as
Ed Atkins and Elizabeth Price. It was fitting then that
such a show featured a collection within a collection:
The Accidental Keeper, a beautifully curated presentation
of the Graeve Collection in The Model’s day-lit galleries.
Growing up in Germany in the 70s, the tradition of the
Folkwang Museum and the Bauhaus — both movements
being “not exclusive to any art form but inclusive and
a way of life” — is reflected in Jobst Graeve’s
autobiographical collection which stitches together
12 silver forks from his grandmother’s dowry, Joseph
Beuys editions, and commissioned items of clothing such
as a leather cape by textile designer Róisín Gartland.
“In the light-filled gallery of Sirius Arts Centre…behind two
layers of liner paper and twenty years of white emulsion, lay,
until very recently, a very well-kept secret”. One Here Now:
The Brian O’Doherty/Patrick Ireland Project, led by Sirius
Director Miranda Driscoll, consisted of a hugely ambitious
conservation project to restore O’Doherty’s seminal mural.
The original installation in Cobh, facilitated and curated by
Peter Murray in 1996, demonstrated some of O’Doherty’s key
concerns throughout his sixty-year career: the Irish language,
identity and perception. If the restoration was not enough in
itself, the project saw both a landmark publication and a year
of programming which included visual art commissions
alongside new music compositions and dance works. In
addition to the activity at Sirius, Roscommon Arts Centre
aptly capped this extended celebration of O’Doherty’s work
in the county of his birth with the exhibition Coming Home.
In the making… an exhibition-making module in partnership
between IADT and PP/S, allows final year students the
opportunity to test their work in collaboration with their peers
and in view of the public. Often, this outwardly simple act of
having to take work — that can often appear resolved — and
present it, leads to unexpected shifts that add whole new
layers of complexity, and changes the course of a practice.
As in the case of Alex Keatinge it can be placing a
photograph on the floor, which leads to a reconsideration of
how the body can be physically represented as a response to
quotidian objects; and combining film-photography and
mould-making, two seemingly uncoupled but related
processes that each go from the real (the actual), to a
negative, to a positive, and finally to a copy of the real.

RGKS Cribs is a project by RGKSKSRG — the paired
curatorial practice of Rachael Gilbourne and Kate Strain
— and is supported by The Digital Hub and Dublin City
Council Arts Office. A ‘season-by-season plunge into
artists’ studios’, its featured artists are commissioned to
produce a video clip for online screening, followed by a
one-off event staged with an audience in their studio,
home, or site of production. Thus far the series has seen
Christopher Mahon, Vivienne Dick, and Eithne Jordan
tour-guide us (in a manner of speaking) around the
otherwise inaccessible interiors of their practice. Of
course instead of the oversized bathtubs replete with
flatscreen TVs and intercoms of its nominal antecedent
on MTV, we get hand-carved eyes thrusting out of white
rock waters, refracted rhythmic gel-tinted studio matter,
photo-montage teleportation, and most recently
Bea McMahon doing, well…some things can only
be experienced: rgksksrg.com

